STATE OF WISCONSIN

PERSONNELCOMMISSION

***************
DOROTHYROBERTS,
Appellant,
"-

,

Secretary,
DEPARTMENTOF
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES,
Respondent.
Case NOS. 80-264-PC
80-282-PC
***************
This
dismiss
9,

is before

matter

for

lack

of

q$,
&%:A
i ;c’

the Commission

subject-matter

DECISION
AND
ORDER

on respondent's

jurisdiction

filed

motions

October

to

1 and

1980.
In an appeal

no.

* *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *

EO-264-PC,

dated

appellant,

and filed
stated

August

6,

in part

1980,

and assigned

case

as follows:

"I wish to appeal the continuous
erosion of my position
by Luis Garza.
Mr. Garza is continually
removing duties
and responsibilities
traditionally
and historically
to my civil
service
classification
and to me.
The most recent of these many occasions
occurred
on
. August 1, 1980, when my cardex duties
and responsibilities
were removed.
In the event this should have been filed
with the
Administrator,
I am simultaneously,
by copy of this letter,
appealing
to him."
In an appeal
assigned

case no.

dated

August

EO-282-PC,

21,1980,

and filed

the appellant

stated

August
in part

22, 1980,

and

as follows:

"I wish to again appeal the continuous
erosion of my
position
and duties
by Luis Garza and Kathry Gherke.
remove duties
and
Mr. Garza and Ms. Gherke continually
responsibilities
traditionally
and historically
to my civil
Service Classification
and to me.
The most recent being on
E/19/80 when more duties
were eliminated
from my position
description.
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In the event this appeal should have been filed with the
Administrator,
I am simultaneously,
by copy of this letter,
appealing to him."
The appellant
1980, in part

argues,

in a letter

from her attorney

dated October

24,

as follows:

"The Commission may also hear appeals which allege
illegal
action or abuse of discretion
relating
to the hiring
process.
See sections 230.44(1)(d)
and 230.45(1)(a),
Wis.
Stats.
(1977).
Roberts has alleged that the removal of her
duties and responsibilities
was illegal
and abusive [sic)
discretion.
She had alleged that the job for which she was
hired i.e.,
Program Assistant
I-Confidential,
is being eroded
and dissipated."
Section

230.44(1)(d)

provides:

"A personnel action after certification
which is related
to the hiring process in the classified
service and which is
or an abuse of discretion
may be appealed
alleged to be illegal
to the commission."
The Commission cannot agree that
sibilities

is a "personnel

to the hiring

also argues that

the administrator,

of the Administrator
and requested
Stats.

after

certification

and respon-

which is related

process...."

The appellant
with

action

the removal of duties

relief"

The appellant

for director's

and he has not
is tantamount

the appeals also were filed

responded,

to a denial

and hence appealable
cites

appeals,"

on an appeal "in

since

the manner provided

hearing

to §230.44(1) (a),

Adm. Code, "Procedure

to the director
for

the "silence

of the requested

pursuant

SPers. 26.04, Wis.

which refers

that

in section

holding
16.03(4)

a hearing
and (5),

Wis. Stats."
Sections

16.03(4)

and (5), Wis.

Stats.

(1975),

providing

for appeals
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to the then director,
illegal
Lad

or an abuse of discretion,
of 1977.

to and decisions

There

are currently

capacity.

that

or decide a purported
decision"

of actions

the failure

"appeal"

of this

of the administrator

provisions

in a

are no provisions

and responsibilities.

subject

matter

pursuant

for

authorities

of the administrator

appealable

to be

for appeals

of Personnel,

by appointing

or removing duties

reassigning,

Commission concludes

Division

alleged

by Chapter 196,

no statutory

There obviously

appeals to the administrator
assigning.

were repealed

by the administrator,

quasi-adjudicative

of decisions

bureau of personnel,

is

The

to act On
not

a “personnel

to §230.44(1) (a),

Stats.

ORDER
These appeals are dismissed

Dated:

w

f

for

lack of subject-matter

STATE PERSONNELCOMMISSION

, 1980.

Pasties:
Dorothy Roberts
7124 S; Hill Rd.
DeForest, WI
53532
Donald Percy
DHSS Secretary
RM 663
1 W. Wilson St.
Madison, WI
53702

Charlotte

M. Higbee

Donald R. Murphy

Commissioner
AJT: jmg

jurisdiction.

